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PART ONE : READING COMPREHENSION :
( 40 POINTS )
Read the following text carefully, and then answer all the questions that follow.
A few years ago, as many as 1,000 schools across the USA started making school years longer by adding up to ten
extra days to the school year or by making each school day longer by half an hour .
This was because it was found that secondary school students in the USA and the UK were spending the least time at
school, with an average school year of 187 days. The typical Jordanian school year is longer than this . However,
none of these are nearly as long as the school year in countries like Japan and South Korea. South Koreans attend
schools for 220 days per year, and in Japan the school year numbers 243 days.
1. The change that has recently taken place in some American schools is ----------------------.
a. As many as 1,000 schools across the USA started making school years longer.
b. Secondary school students in the USA and the UK were spending the least time at school.
c. They attend schools for 220 days per year.
d. They attend schools for 243 days per year.
2. The reason for the change that has recently taken place in some American schools is ----------------------.
a. As many as 1,000 schools across the USA started making school years longer.
b. Secondary school students in the USA and the UK were spending the least time at school.
c. They attend schools for 220 days per year.
d. They attend schools for 243 days per year.

3. American schools started making school years longer by two ways . What are they ?
a. Adding up to ten extra days to the school year or making each school day longer by half an hour .
b. Spending the least time at school and attending schools for 220 days per year.
c. Spending the most time at school and attending schools for 243 days per year.
d. Adding up to ten extra days to the school year or making each school day shorter by half an hour .

4. The typical Jordanian school year is longer than South Korean school year .
a. True

b . False

According to a study by the organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), students in Japan,
Indonesia and South Korea spend the most time studying in the world. They want to learn as much as they can to
ensure excellent exam grades. They go to school for about nine hours, although this includes optional after-school
tuition and activities. They also spend about three hours on homework everyday, which is three times as much as
many other countries. Their high academic achievements do suggest that the longer you study, the better you do in final exams.
5. The two optional works that students do after school are ---------------------------------------.
a. High academic achievements and longer study.
b. Co-operation and development.
c. Tuition and activities.
d. Doing homework and studying longer hours.

6. Doing after school activities in Japan and South Korea is compulsory .
a. True

b . False

In Finland, however, students are usually given less than half an hour of homework per night, and they attend school
for fewer and shorter days than 85 % of other developed nations. Despite this , they achieve top marks in subjects
like Maths and Science. In addition, most students also speak at least two, and often three, languages fluently. The
contradictory views of the study suggest that the number and length of school days is not the only factor in
determining whether students will succeed at school or not .
7. The factor which determines whether students will succeed or not is --------------------a. Doing homework and attending school for fewer and shorter days.
b. Achieving top marks and studying longer hours.
c. The number and length of school days.
d. Speaking three languages and achieving top marks.

8. Although students in Finland aren’t given too much homework and go to school for few days , they …………
a. They speak only two languages .
b. They achieve top marks and speak at least two , and often three languages fluently.
c. They speak only three languages.
d. are given less homework.

Question Number Two : Vocabulary

( 20 points )

A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences :
9. Masdar City is an ----------------------- created – city .
a. optimistic
b. artificially
c. inheritance

d. proficiency

10. The deadline is tomorrow, and you haven't done anything yet! You really must------------------.
a. do exercise
b. respect
c. make a start
d. play it by ear )
11. By working hard, you will earn the ----------------------- of your boss.
a. polymath
b. respect
c. depression
d. play it by ear )
12. Fatima AlFihri used her father's ------------------------- to build a learning centre .
a. optimistic
b. artificially
c. inheritance
d. proficiency )
13. I am not sure if it will be warm enough to have a barbecue . we will have to ------------.
a. make a start
b. do exercise
c. play it by ear
d. get cold feet )
14. According to health experts , -------------------- people always live a healthy lifestyle.
a. proficiency
b. artificially
c. education
d. optimistic )

15. A good way to cope with ---------------------- is to make exercise .
a. polymath

b. depression

c. inheritance

d. proficiency

16. Language ------------------ is becoming important for anyone who wants to travel or work.
a. polymath

b. depression

c. inheritance

d. proficiency

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

B. Study the following sentences and choose the correct option :

( 20 points )

17. Choose the correct body - idiom to replace the underlined misused one .
Anyone who wants to apply for this job should be good at Maths.
a. get cold feet

b. play it by ear

c. have a head for figures

d. keep your chin up

18. Choose the correct body idiom to replace the underlined phrase which has the same meaning .
Play it by ear ! I'm sure everything will be fine in the end.
a. Put his back into it

b. Play it by ear

c. Get it of his chest

d. Keep your chin up

19. Choose the correct meaning for the underlined colour idiom :
I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely out of the blue.
a. permission

b. see red

c. unexpectedly

d. sadness )

20. Choose the correct word to replace the underlined misused one to make the correct collocation.
I like to attend time learning foreign languages .
a. earn

b. take

c. spend

d. catch

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A. Question Number Three : Derivation
21. I’m confused. Could you give me some -----------------, please?
a. advise
b. advice
c. advisable
d. advisably
22. How quickly does blood ------------ round the body?
a. circulation
b. circulate
c.circulated
d. circular
23. Is one side of the brain more --------------- than the other ?
a. dominate
b. dominant
c. dominance
d. dominantly
24. Tawjihi exams have been -------------------- finished .
a. success
b. succeed
c. successful
d. successfully
25. The graduation ceremony was a very ------------ occasion for everyone.
a. memory
b. memorise
c. memorable
d. memorably
26. Nuts contain useful ------------------------- such as oils and fats.
a. nutritious
b. nutrition
c. nutrients
d. nutritiously
27. New graduate students should ------------ their skills to find jobs easily.
a. develop
b. development
c. developed
d. developing
28. Don't talk to the driver. He must-----------------------------.
a. concentrate
b. concentration c. concentrated
d. concentrating
29. Many doctors believe that ------------ supports brain development.
a. repeat
b. repetition
c. repeats
d. repeating
30. Students in Finland speakes English ----------------- .
a. fluent
b. fluently
c. fluency
d. fluence

( 20 points )

Question Number Four : A. Choose the correct option.:
(20 points )
31. The historical and natural sites in Wadi Rum ------------------ by huge numbers of tourists last year.
a. are visited

b. were visited

c. have been visited

d. was was visited

32. You won't buy a new apartment if you don’t --------------- enough money.
a. save

b. saves

c. is saving

d. saved

33. Last month, many students -------------------- as members in the English club.
a. was elected

b. studies

c. elected

d. were elected

34. The children ----------------------- in the yard for two hours.
a. has been playing

b. is playing

c. are playing

d. have been playing

35. Ali won't get a job in France unless he --------------- French.
a. speak

b. speaks

c. is speaking

d. spoke

36. In thirty years time, scientists -------------------- a cure for cancer.
a. found
b. find
c. will have found
37. This time next year, students ------------------ for the final exams.
a. will prepare

b. prepares

c. will be preparing

38. It's necessary to ------------------ all children in Jordan.
a. immunising
b. immunise
c. immunizses

d. were finding
d. are going to prepare

d. is immunising

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Number Four
B. Choose the correct sentence so that the new item has a similar meaning :
39. Manal is not as active as Salma .
a. Salma is more active than Manal .
b. Salma is less active than Manal .
c. Salma isn’t as active as Manal .
d. Manal is more active than Salma .

40. How much sleep do teenagers of our age need ?
a. Can you tell me how much sleep do teenagers of our age need ?
b. Can you tell me how much sleep teenagers of our age needs ?
c. Can you tell me how much sleep teenagers of our age need ?
d. Can you tell me how much sleep teenagers of our age needed ?

41. Teachers believe that working in groups improves students' awareness.
a. Working in groups is believed to improve students’ awareness.
b. Working in groups are believed to improve students’ awareness.
c. Working in groups is believed to improves students’ awareness.
d. Working in groups is believed to have improved students’ awareness.

42. Linguists have proved that learning some languages is helpful for the learners.
a. Learning some languages have been proved to be helpful for the learners.
b. Learning some languages were proved to be helpful for the learners.
c. Learning some languages have proved to be helpful for the learners.
d. Learning some languages has been proved to be helpful for the learners.

43. " Some parents take their children to the city park weekly. "
a. Mr Asmar said that some parents take their children to the city park weekly.
b. Mr Asmar said that some parents had taken their children to the city park weekly.
c. Mr Asmar said that some parents took their children to the city park weekly.
d. Mr Asmar said that some parents takes their children to the city park weekly.
44. The Second World War ended in 1945 in Europe.
a. The year when the Second World War ended in Europe was 1945 CE.
b. The year when the Second World War ended in Europe was in 1945 CE.
c. The year where the Second World War ended in Europe was 1945 CE.
d. The year which the Second World War ended in Europe was 1945 CE.

45. Salman always drives his car quickly.
a. Salman’s car drives always quickly.
b. Salman’s car is always driven quickly.
c. Salman’s car was always driven quickly.
d. Salman’s car has always been driven quickly.

(30 points)

46. My school's building impress me more than anything else.
a. The thing which impresses me more than anything else was my school’s building.
b. The thing which impresses me more than anything else is my school’s building.
c. The thing when impresses me more than anything else was my school’s building.
d. The thing where impresses me more than anything else is my school’s building.

47. I failed my exams because I didn’t study hard .
a. If only I had failed my exams.
b. If only I failed my exams.
c. If only I didn’t fail my exams.
d. If only I hadn’t failed my exams.

48. Exercise has been proved to make concentration good .
a. Experts have proved that exercise make concentration good.
b. Experts have proved that exercise makes concentration good.
c. Experts have been proved that exercise makes concentration good.
d. Experts have proved that exercise has made concentration good.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

C. Choose the suitable items from those given to complete each of the following sentences

(20 points)

49. Ziad didn't know about Chinese culture. He wishes he ---------------- abook about it .
a. has read
b. reads
c. had read
d. have read
50. I am grateful for my teachers. I really appreciate ----------------.
a. him
b. her
c. them
d. they
51. When I was young, I ----------------- on foot to my school .
a. used to going
b. used to go
c. use to go
d. am used to going
52. The students -------------- cleaned the streets , are from our school.
a. whose
b. where
c. who
d. which

53. I don’t have as ------------------- money as my brother.
a. more
b. less
c. much
d. many
54. I’ve lived in Amman for a year , so I -----------------------------the traffic.
a. used to
b. use to
c. is used to
d. am used to
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Number Five : Writing skills :

(20 points)

55. Ramzi is good with numbers and calculation. He always scores high in -------------------------------.
a. arethmetic

b. arithmetic

c. arithmetik

d. arithmatic

56. I don’t really believe that story . I am very -----------------------.
a. sciptical

b. sceptikal

c. scebtical

d. sceptical

57. Treatment and medicines will taste as delicious as real food. The function of using ( as ….. as ) is to express -------------.
a. consequence

b. opposition

c. simile

d. recommendation

c. Therefore

d. Due to

58. ---------------------------- I was tired, I went to bed
a. As

b. So

59. Everywhere we go we will hear the constant buzz and hum of technology. The rhetorical device used in this sentence is ----.
a. simile

b. metaphor

c. onomatopoeia

d. personification )

60. Our computers and mobile phones will take care of us, by telling us when to wake up, eat and sleep.
The rhetorical device used in this sentence is -----------------------------------------------.
a. simile
b. metaphor
c. onomatopoeia
d. personification )

61. If you send money to charity ----------- you will make a difference to a lot of lives.
a. !
b. .
c. ,
d. ?
62. In business -------------- when you meet someone for the first time -------------- it’s polite to shake hands.
a. ! / ,

b. , / ,

c. ? / .

d. . / ,
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PART ONE : READING COMPREHENSION :
( 40 POINTS )
Read the following text carefully, and then answer all the questions that follow.
A few years ago, as many as 1,000 schools across the USA started making school years longer by adding up to ten
extra days to the school year or by making each school day longer by half an hour .
This was because it was found that secondary school students in the USA and the UK were spending the least time at
school, with an average school year of 187 days. The typical Jordanian school year is longer than this . However,
none of these are nearly as long as the school year in countries like Japan and South Korea. South Koreans attend
schools for 220 days per year, and in Japan the school year numbers 243 days.
1. The change that has recently taken place in some American schools is ----------------------.
a. As many as 1,000 schools across the USA started making school years longer.
b. Secondary school students in the USA and the UK were spending the least time at school.
c. They attend schools for 220 days per year.
d. They attend schools for 243 days per year.
2. The reason for the change that has recently taken place in some American schools is ----------------------.
a. As many as 1,000 schools across the USA started making school years longer.
b. Secondary school students in the USA and the UK were spending the least time at school.
c. They attend schools for 220 days per year.
d. They attend schools for 243 days per year.

3. American schools started making school years longer by two ways . What are they ?
a. Adding up to ten extra days to the school year or ma king each school day longer by half an hour .
b. Spending the least time at school and attending schools for 220 days per year.
c. Spending the most time at school and attending schools for 243 days per year.
d. Adding up to ten extra days to the school year or making each school day shorter by half an hour .

4. The typical Jordanian school year is longer than South Korean school year .
a. True

b . False

According to a study by the organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), students in Japan,
Indonesia and South Korea spend the most time studying in the world. They want to learn as much as they can to
ensure excellent exam grades. They go to school for about nine hours, although this includes optional after-school
tuition and activities. They also spend about three hours on homework everyday, which is three times as much as
many other countries. Their high academic achievements do suggest that the longer you study, the better you do in final exams.
5. The two optional works that students do after school are ---------------------------------------.
a. High academic achievements and longer study.
b. Co-operation and development.
c. Tuition and activities.
d. Doing homework and studying longer hours.

6. Doing after school activities in Japan and South Korea is compulsory .
a. True

b . False

In Finland, however, students are usually given less than half an hour of homework per night, and they attend school
for fewer and shorter days than 85 % of other developed nations. Despite this , they achieve top marks in subjects
like Maths and Science. In addition, most students also speak at least two, and often three, languages fluently. The
contradictory views of the study suggest that the number and length of school days is not the only factor in
determining whether students will succeed at school or not .
7. The factor which determines whether students will succeed or not is --------------------a. Doing homework and attending school for fewer and shorter days.
b. Achieving top marks and studying longer hours.
c. The number and length of school days.
d. Speaking three languages and achieving top marks.

8. Although students in Finland aren’t given too much homework and go to school for few days , they …………
a. They speak only two languages .
b. They achieve top marks and speak at least two , and often three languages fluently.
c. They speak only three languages.
d. are given less homework.

Question Number Two : Vocabulary

( 20 points )

A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences :
9. Masdar City is an ----------------------- created – city .
a. optimistic
b. artificially
c. inheritance

d. proficiency

10. The deadline is tomorrow, and you haven't done anything yet! You really must------------------.
a. do exercise
b. respect
c. make a start
d. play it by ear
11. By working hard, you will earn the ----------------------- of your boss.
a. polymath
b. respect
c. depression
d. play it by ear
12. Fatima AlFihri used her father's ------------------------- to build a learning centre .
a. optimistic
b. artificially
c. inheritance
d. proficiency
13. I am not sure if it will be warm enough to have a barbecue . we will have to ------------.
a. make a start
b. do exercise
c. play it by ear
d. get cold feet
14. According to health experts , -------------------- people always live a healthy lifestyle.
a. proficiency
b. artificially
c. education
d. optimistic

15. A good way to cope with ---------------------- is to make exercise .
a. polymath

b. depression

c. inheritance

d. proficiency

16. Language ------------------ is becoming important for anyone who wants to travel or work.
a. polymath

b. depression

c. inheritance

d. proficiency

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

B. Study the following sentences and choose the correct option :

( 20 points )

17. Choose the correct body - idiom to replace the underlined misused one .
Anyone who wants to apply for this job should be good at Maths.
a. get cold feet

b. play it by ear

c. have a head for figures

d. keep your chin up

18. Choose the correct body idiom to replace the underlined phrase which has the same meaning .
Play it by ear ! I'm sure everything will be fine in the end.
a. Put his back into it

b. Play it by ear

c. Get it of his chest

d. Keep your chin up

19. Choose the correct meaning for the underlined colour idiom :
I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely out of the blue.
a. permission

b. see red

c. unexpectedly

d. sadness )

20. Choose the correct word to replace the underlined misused one to make the correct collocation.
I like to attend time learning foreign languages .
a. earn

b. take

c. spend

d. catch

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A. Question Number Three : Derivation
21. I’m confused. Could you give me some -----------------, please?
a. advise
b. advice
c. advisable
d. advisably
22. How quickly does blood ------------ round the body?
a. circulation
b. circulate
c.circulated
d. circular
23. Is one side of the brain more --------------- than the other ?
a. dominate
b. dominant
c. dominance
d. dominantly
24. Tawjihi exams have been -------------------- finished .
a. success
b. succeed
c. successful
d. successfully
25. The graduation ceremony was a very ------------ occasion for everyone.
a. memory
b. memorise
c. memorable
d. memorably
26. Nuts contain useful ------------------------- such as oils and fats.
a. nutritious
b. nutrition
c. nutrients
d. nutritiously
27. New graduate students should ------------ their skills to find jobs easily.
a. develop
b. development
c. developed
d. developing
28. Don't talk to the driver. He must-----------------------------.
a. concentrate
b. concentration c. concentrated
d. concentrating
29. Many doctors believe that ------------ supports brain development.
a. repeat
b. repetition
c. repeats
d. repeating
30. Students in Finland speakes English ----------------- .
a. fluent
b. fluently
c. fluency
d. fluence

( 20 points )

Question Number Four : A. Choose the correct option.:
(20 points )
31. The historical and natural sites in Wadi Rum ------------------ by huge numbers of tourists last year.
a. are visited

b. were visited

c. have been visited

d. was was visited

32. You won't buy a new apartment if you don’t --------------- enough money.
a. save

b. saves

c. is saving

d. saved

33. Last month, many students -------------------- as members in the English club.
a. was elected

b. studies

c. elected

d. were elected

34. The children ----------------------- in the yard for two hours.
a. has been playing

b. is playing

c. are playing

d. have been playing

35. Ali won't get a job in France unless he --------------- French.
a. speak

b. speaks

c. is speaking

d. spoke

36. In thirty years time, scientists -------------------- a cure for cancer.
a. found
b. find
c. will have found
37. This time next year, students ------------------ for the final exams.
a. will prepare

b. prepares

c. will be preparing

38. It's necessary to ------------------ all children in Jordan.
a. immunising
b. immunise
c. immunizses

d. were finding
d. are going to prepare

d. is immunising

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Number Four
B. Choose the correct sentence so that the new item has a similar meaning :
39. Manal is not as active as Salma .
a. Salma is more active than Manal .
b. Salma is less active than Manal .
c. Salma isn’t as active as Manal .
d. Manal is more active than Salma .

40. How much sleep do teenagers of our age need ?
a. Can you tell me how much sleep do teenagers of our age need ?
b. Can you tell me how much sleep teenagers of our age needs ?
c. Can you tell me how much sleep teenagers of our age need ?
d. Can you tell me how much sleep teenagers of our age needed ?

41. Teachers believe that working in groups improves students' awareness.
a. Working in groups is believed to improve students’ awareness.
b. Working in groups are believed to improve students’ awareness.
c. Working in groups is believed to improves students’ awareness.
d. Working in groups is believed to have improved students’ awareness.

42. Linguists have proved that learning some languages is helpful for the learners.
a. Learning some languages have been proved to be helpful for the learners.
b. Learning some languages were proved to be helpful for the learners.
c. Learning some languages have proved to be helpful for the learners.
d. Learning some languages has been proved to be helpful for the l earners.

43. " Some parents take their children to the city park weekly. "
a. Mr Asmar said that some parents take their children to the city park weekly.
b. Mr Asmar said that some parents had taken their children to the city park weekly.
c. Mr Asmar said that some parents took their children to the city park weekly.
d. Mr Asmar said that some parents takes their children to the city park weekly.
44. The Second World War ended in 1945 in Europe.
a. The year when the Second World War ended in Europe was 1945 CE.
b. The year when the Second World War ended in Europe was in 1945 CE.
c. The year where the Second World War ended in Europe was 1945 CE.
d. The year which the Second World War ended in Europe was 1945 CE.

45. Salman always drives his car quickly.
a. Salman’s car drives always quickly.
b. Salman’s car is always driven quickly.
c. Salman’s car was always driven quickly.
d. Salman’s car has always been driven quickly.

(30 points)

46. My school's building impress me more than anything else.
a. The thing which impresses me more than anything else was my school’s building.
b. The thing which impresses me more than anything else is my school’s building.
c. The thing when impresses me more than anything else was my school’s building.
d. The thing where impresses me more than anything else is my school’s building.

47. I failed my exams because I didn’t study hard .
a. If only I had failed my exams.
b. If only I failed my exams.
c. If only I didn’t fail my exams.
d. If only I hadn’t failed my exams.

48. Exercise has been proved to make concentration good .
a. Experts have proved that exercise make concentration good.
b. Experts have proved that exercise makes conc entration good.
c. Experts have been proved that exercise makes concentration good.
d. Experts have proved that exercise has made concentration good.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

C. Choose the suitable items from those given to complete each of the following sentences

(20 points)

49. Ziad didn't know about Chinese culture. He wishes he ---------------- abook about it .
a. has read
b. reads
c. had read
d. have read
50. I am grateful for my teachers. I really appreciate ----------------.
a. him
b. her
c. them
d. they
51. When I was young, I ----------------- on foot to my school .
a. used to going
b. used to go
c. use to go
d. am used to going
52. The students -------------- cleaned the streets , are from our school.
a. whose
b. where
c. who
d. which

53. I don’t have as ------------------- money as my brother.
a. more
b. less
c. much
d. many
54. I’ve lived in Amman for a year , so I -----------------------------the traffic.
a. used to
b. use to
c. is used to
d. am used to
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Number Five : Writing skills :

(20 points)

55. Ramzi is good with numbers and calculation. He always scores high in -------------------------------.
a. arethmetic

b. arithmetic

c. arithmetik

d. arithmatic

56. I don’t really believe that story . I am very -----------------------.
a. sciptical

b. sceptikal

c. scebtical

d. sceptical

57. Treatment and medicines will taste as delicious as real food. The function of using ( as ….. as ) is to express -------------.
a. consequence

b. opposition

c. simile

d. recommendation

c. Therefore

d. Due to

58. ---------------------------- I was tired, I went to bed
a. As

b. So

59. Everywhere we go we will hear the constant buzz and hum of technology. The rhetorical device used in this sentence is ----.
a. simile

b. metaphor

c. onomatopoeia

d. personification )

60. Our computers and mobile phones will take care of us, by telling us when to wake up, eat and sleep.
The rhetorical device used in this sentence is -----------------------------------------------.
a. simile
b. metaphor
c. onomatopoeia
d. personification

61. If you send money to charity ----------- you will make a difference to a lot of lives.
a. !
b. .
c. ,
d. ?
62. In business -------------- when you meet someone for the first time -------------- it’s polite to shake hands.
a. ! / ,

b. , / ,

c. ? / .

d. . / ,
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